Asparona provides technical leadership,
experience and pragmatic solutions. We
listen and analyse first – and then design
and provision the required outcome. We
offer a choice of services so that whatever
your Cloud Strategy, our specialists are
available to listen and discuss
straightforward pragmatic solutions with
you.

AsparonaCloud: Local Expertise - Latest Technologies
Are you interested in transforming your IT from expensive, internally owned systems
into agile, pay-as-you-go services to conduct business? Would you like the flexibility
to choose between private, hybrid or community clouds with equal confidence in the
integration and operation skills of your Cloud partner?
At Asparona, we have many years of experience servicing our customers’
requirements across infrastructure, and managing complex business application and
database platforms supported by wrap around Managed Services. With data centres
based in Auckland and Hamilton, our local expertise is available to assist you with
the design, implementation and management of your Cloud requirements.

Considerations for your Cloud Strategy
Flexibility is our watchword and we believe that Cloud computing does not
necessitate that existing (or legacy) IT assets be moved on to the Cloud. It may
make more sense to extend on to the Cloud as opposed to migrate entirely. Our
platforms and services are designed to support the wide range of scenarios in a
hybrid – covering the spectrum of choices between on-premise software and Cloudbased services.
We have specialist skills in Oracle, Java, Linux, SQL and Microsoft platforms which
ensure your business requirements are covered.
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With today's fluctuating economy,
tight budgets, technology staff
shortages and ever-increasing
demands on ICT, Asparona's cloud computing
solutions provide our customers a smart way
to proactively respond to changing market and
business needs.
AsparonaCloud Provisioning

AsparonaCloud Enterprise Solutions
Asparona currently provides Oracle E-Business Suite as a SaaS Cloud service to a
number of Customers. Providing the managed services and support around business
critical ERP solutions differentiates us from the average Cloud provider.
In outsourcing to AsparonaCloud, our customers realise the following benefits:
•
•
•
•

Reduced IT operating cost
Increased system availability (24x7) and return on investment
Ability for the customer to focus on their core business
Achievement of required service levels.

The results speak for themselves. Our customers receive best value for their
investment.

We design, implement and manage a multitude of Cloud platforms including:

AsparonaCloud Infrastructure

•
•

We can provide the complete Infrastructure across all tiers including servers,
storage, networks, firewalls, load balancers and more. Independent of the Cloud
service solution chosen, the infrastructure can be provisioned as:

•
•
•

Private, Public, Community or Hybrid Cloud solutions
Enterprise security ensuring protection for your applications, data, network,
within secured premises
Enterprise reliability via managed backup and recovery procedures, disaster
recovery, high availability configurations and business continuity services
Enterprise management through pro-active monitoring
Dynamic scalability and capacity for processing, storage and environments

AsparonaCloud Service Solutions
Do you need a full end to end service or just require some project environments
provisioned quickly. We provide a range of service offerings within the Cloud to
meet your needs:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Software as a Service (SaaS)
Environments as a Service (EaaS)

Whether you are building a new product or transforming an existing one, we will
help you to optimise your investment, minimise your risk and do it as quickly as
possible. We will tailor a plan to meet your specific needs, be it short or long term,
project based or production environments. Our hosting solutions are provisioned
within a purpose built data centre, and meet the most stringent of SLAs.
Services are provided via AsparonaCloud locally to our New Zealand and Australian
customers.

•
•
•

Private, where we physically provision infrastructure within the AsparonaCloud,
dedicated for our Customer’s exclusive use.
Community, where the infrastructure provisioned within the AsparonaCloud is
available only to the members of the Community such as a Corporate Group, an
Alliance or an Industry Sector.
Shared solutions, which are provisioned from our Asparona physical
infrastructure as Virtualised Infrastructure configured exclusively for a Customer
to meet their performance and capacity requirements.

